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EDITOR’S NOTE

Crown Flour Mill’s (CFM) ‘Seeds for
the Future’ programme achieves
first-year target, raises optimism
Crown Flour Mill (CFM) Limited, the wheat milling subsidiary of Olam Agri, a global agribusiness in food, feed, fiber,
has unveiled an impressive first-year report of its ‘Seeds for
the Future’ programme. The report was unveiled during
the third edition of the agribusiness stakeholders’ consultative forum, the Olam Agri Greenland Webinar Series that
held virtually on Thursday, September 8, 2022. The report
showed that the initiative achieved its first-year milestone
of producing 10Kg of pre-multiplication wheat seed varieties that suit the unique local topography and climate.
Developing and cultivating wheat seed varieties that suit
Nigeria’s unique topographic and climatic conditions, in
addition to a wider engagement of smallholder farmers and
adoption of modern agronomic practices, have been the
bane of wheat production self-sufficiency in Nigeria. CFM
seeks to address these challenges through the Seeds for
the Future initiative, its signature N300 million wheat value
chain development project that was launched in 2021.
On the project’s report, Ashish Pande, the Country Head for
Olam Agri Nigeria, said, “We have made quite an impressive
stride on the Seeds for the Future programme going by the
first-year report. It is a journey. We will continue to inject human, financial, and technical resources into the programme
to ensure we meet our targets and derive the best results in
the years ahead.”
6
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According to Pande, “There are challenges currently in the
global food value chain. What this means is that we must
look inward to ensure a consistent supply of food to feed
our population by channeling investment into agriculture.
At CFM and Olam Agri, we are committed to investing at the
production level of the wheat value chain, in line with the
Federal Government’s food security and agriculture development agenda.”
Unveiling the project report, Filippo Bassi, a professional
seed breeder from the International Center for Agricultural
Research in the Dry Areas (ICARDA) and consultant on the
project, revealed, “The 10 Kg pre-multiplication wheat seed
varieties produced so far will be planted next season in
1,000m2 plots at the Azumbu farm research station in Jigawa. However, to ensure larger quantities of seeds as backup,
a subset will be planted also during the rainy season in
August.”
As well, Dr. Kachalla Kyari Mala, the Principal Research
Officer at the Lake Chad Research Institute (LCRI), who is the
project lead researcher, said his team conducted a detailed
survey into the agronomic practices of local smallholder
farmers at the commencement of the project to understand
the realities in the wheat value chain. He stated that the approach of combining data from multiple stations across the
West African region helped the team identify and resolve
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-bottlenecks in the value chain.
“The outcome of the first-year trial and testing of
the seed varieties gives some assurance that the investment of Olam Agri will accelerate seed production while pre-release yields actual improvement in
productivity in the country’s wheat farming belt,”
Mala said.
Harping on factors necessary for achieving improved local wheat production self-sufficiency, Dr
Zakari Turaki, the Director of Agricultural Research
at LCRI, a panelist at the forum, mentioned strong
partnerships and collaborative efforts between public institutions and private firms as key to raising
the current level of the local wheat harvest.
He added that the current partnership framework
adopted for the execution of the Seeds for the Future programme is the best he has seen so far in the
industry.
www.agrireviewwestafrica.com

			

Another panelist, Alhaji Munir Babba Dan Agundi, the Chairman of the Agricultural Colleges and
Institutions Committee of the Federal House of
Representatives, called for policy consistency in the
industry as well as synergy among critical stakeholders.
He said focused legislation to back value chain
development policies would ensure changes in government would not affect policies.
Mr. Tiberio Chiari, Former Manager of the Agricultural Value Chains Programme in Oromia,
Ethiopia; Dr Yusuf Jubril Rurum, Commissioner for
Agriculture, Kano State; Alhaji Salim Muhammed,
Chairman, Wheat Farmers Association of Nigeria;
and Hafiz Muhammed, Senior Special Adviser to
the Kano State Governor on Agriculture, were the
other panelists at the forum.
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50 Workers
trained To
Enhance Crop
Production
To achieve a laudable agricultural extension system in Nigeria, the Federal Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development has flagged off agricultural training on extension
tools, methodologies and selected agricultural value chain
for 50 agric extension workers.Speaking at the opening
ceremony of the three-day training programme in Enugu
State, the Minister of Agriculture and Rural Development,
Dr Mohammad Abubakar, said the training was one of the
ministry’s agenda to address the agricultural extension
system in Nigeria.
Represented by a regional director in the ministry, Mr Peter
Nworga, explained that the training activities were expected to revitalize the country’s economy. According to Nworga, agricultural extension remains the driver of all agricultural policies and research, adding that without extension
services, all efforts in the agricultural ecosystem may not
realize their intended goals of matching global practices.
Meanwhile, he noted that this was the third edition of the
programme, which was designed to provide extension
workers with the needed knowledge to improve service
delivery to farmers, both in terms of production methods

8
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and technical equipment assistance “It is a great pleasure
for me to address you today on this auspicious occasion of
the opening ceremony of the training of Agricultural Extension Agents across the 36 states and the FCT holding in the
37 states agricultural development projects in Nigeria.
It is the desire of the President, the Federal Ministry of
Agriculture and Rural Development and every Nigerian to
see that our agricultural extension delivery system meets
global competition. This will also ensure we have adequate
food for our population and some to augment our foreign
earnings,” he said.
On his part, Mr. Mathew Idu, the Enugu State Commissioner for Agriculture, commended the Federal Government
for providing the platform to train agricultural extension
workers consistently in the state. He made it known that
farmers would not be able to practice effective agriculture
without extension workers, as they do everything possible
to enhance crop production.
Earlier, the Project Manager of the Enugu State Agricultural
Development Programme, (ENADEP), Dr Ogbonna Onyeisi
commended the Federal Government for their efforts in the
increment of crop production. Onyeisi however, assured
participants of the State Government’s commitment to
increase agricultural production, adding that ENADEP had
set programmes to visit every local government area in the
state to discover the challenges faced and proffer solutions.
“I call farmers my family, being the people that produce
what we eat and with the help of an android phone, we
can reach every farmer and solve their problem by helping
them to grow their crops without any hitches. Those challenges will be no more because ENADEP is ready to take the
bull by the horn. We are with the farmers and we believe
that our Governor will recruit more Agric extension workers.
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LOCAL NEWS

6th Africa Agri Expo to kick off in
Kenya next year in February!
Africa’s rich agribusiness, fertile untapped land, and enormous underlying prospects have always paved the way for such events
that connect the continent’s agribusiness to the rest of the world - while also providing exclusive networking and brand-building
opportunities for global agricultural industry players.

TAB group (the organizers) knew that there is a dire need for
world players to come with their expertise to the market and
create for themselves a number of opportunities. Hence, TAB
group – having experience in organizing B2B Agricultural
events for a decade are bringing the 6th Africa Agri Expo to
KICC, Nairobi, Kenya, on 8th and 9th Feb, 2023.
Africa Agri Expo, now in its Sixth Edition, is one of the leading
Agriculture events - helping you strengthen your business
by identifying, connecting & establishing the right channel
partners, and creating a gateway to agribusiness in Africa.
This edition is expected to have 10,000+ targeted industry
visitors, 750+ senior conference delegates, 500+ agriculture
businesses, and 50+ key industry speakers over 10 impactful
conference sessions and panel discussions.
The event brings together global agri-businesses, SME’s,
regional dealers/distributors representing Agriculture Machinery & Equipments, Agri-Technology, Agro Chemicals,
Irrigation, Solution providers, Government officials and other Industry stakeholders to share strategies, showcase their

www.agrireviewwestafrica.com

			

products & solutions, explore the market, promote their
brands, and create long-term business partnerships.
The show’s anticipation and excitement can be gauged by
the fact that, even though the event is scheduled for the
next year, approximately 40% of the exhibition spaces have
already been reserved by some of the industry’s biggest
names.
Alqama Arif, Project Manager, 6th Africa Agri Expo says “We
are thrilled with the responses. There is a good time before
the event, somewhere around 5 months and we already
have our highest level of the participating company under
the title “Strategic Partnership” on board with us - which is
WayCool (Censa) from India. Other than this, we have some
of the major participants like Lushbury Fertilizer Corporation, Grainpro, Natural Storage Solutions Private Ltd, K S Agro
Chemicals, Kundan Pestichem Pvt Ltd, Saudi Drip Irrigation
System Co. Ltd., Maziq Farm Technologies and many others
joining in this time.”
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Nigeria, Poland Sign
Pact on Agriculture, Gas
* Buhari appreciates polish govt for hosting Nigerians fleeing from Ukraine
Deji Elumoye in Abuja

President Muhammadu Buhari and his Polish counterpart,
Andrzej Duda, made this known in their separate speeches shortly after the agreements were signed at the State
House, Abuja.

The issue of food security occasioned by the Russia-Ukraine
war formed the bedrock of an agricultural pact signed Tuesday between Nigeria and Poland as both nations moved
to strengthen the 60-year-old bilateral relations between
them.

In his speech, President Duda described the agreement as
necessary in the light of the food security crisis in the wake
of the Russian aggression and the war in Ukraine which he
said was unjustified.

President Muhammadu Buhari and his Polish counterpart,
Andrzej Duda, made this known in their separate speeches shortly after the agreements were signed at the State
House, Abuja.

Commenting on the energy security dimension and to further develop the cooperation, the Polish president noted
that Nigeria, being rich in gas, will ensure a steady increase
of supply of LNG gas and oil from Nigeria to Poland and to
the European Union (EU).

10
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dialogue is the memorandum of cooperation in the area
of agriculture that we have just signed a couple of minutes
ago. “It is immensely an important piece of document, especially in the light of the food security crisis that is faced right
now. And not only by Nigeria, but also by the entire African
continent.
“And the 10 most pivotal aspects that we raised in our conversation today both in our private tete-a-tete meeting with
Mr. President, as well as during the plenary session was how
to provide food security and energy security nowadays.
“Both of these topics, of course, stem from the situation that
we are faced with today in Europe and to be more precise
in our part of Europe. That is the aftermath of the Russian
aggression and the war in Ukraine.
“And the Russian aggression against Ukraine, which is totally unjustified, has sparked off a very serious food crisis and a
very serious energy crisis.
“As the country, who is also a member of the United Nations, it is so important to support Ukraine in its export of
grain and food products out of the country. But it’s equally a
burden to us to provide our support to Africa and in particular to our partners country, that is Nigeria.
“And that is why it’s so important to us to further strengthen
the relations between Poland and Nigeria right now. And
one element in strengthening that relations is the memorandum that we have signed today.
“It is very important for the future of our relations, but also
for the future of the food security in Nigeria and at large. It
can also contribute to the modernization and increasing the
efficiency of Nigerian economy and Nigerian agriculture but
it also can serve as a vehicle for sharing experiences.”

President Duda, who spoke through an interpreter, said that
it was the first official visit by a Polish president to Nigeria,
since both countries established diplomatic relations 60
years ago.
According to him, “For that very reason, this is a truly important visit to me. And once again, let me stress, is a huge
honor Your Excellency.”
President Duda emphasised that both countries talked
about furthering and deepening the relations between the
two countries.
He further stated that: “Nigeria is the only African country
with which Poland has signed an agreement on Strategic
Dialogue. And actually a very good part of this strategic
www.agrireviewwestafrica.com

			

Speaking about the energy security dimension, President
Duda said the talks held were essential from the perspective
of supplying both LNG gas, as well as oil to Poland and to
the EU.
His words: “And speaking about those natural resources, Nigeria is indeed very wealthy. And I want to also add that the
first supplies of the LNG gas to our LNG gas terminal from
Nigeria had already happened, just like the import of crude
oil performed by our oil company Latos.
“Those shipments did happen in recent years. And that
means well for the future, because we do want to further
develop this cooperation. We want to increase the supplies
from Nigeria to Poland. And by this way, we also want to
contribute to the development of economic relations between both our countries.”
October - December 2022 | AgriReview West Africa
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Nigeria’s worst flooding
in decade worsens food
insecurity

Two years after smallholder farmer Gideon John began actively producing food after graduating from university in
Nigeria’s Adamawa state, he decided it was time to expand
his hectarage from the three he started with in 2020 to seven hectares. The hope, he said, was to produce about 50
tonnes of rice annually as well as some corn, Nigeria’s most
consumed commodities. Little did he know that a flood, the
worst Nigeria has experienced in a decade, would wipe out
his investments in one night.
On 24 September, John posted the devastating effects of
flooding the night before on his Twitter account: Submerged
in water is the nearly N2m ($4,625) he had invested in this
planting cycle, he tells African Business. “This is my first time
experiencing flooding. The reason why I expanded was because I’ve never witnessed that since I started.”
Food supplies will be affected
John is one of over 70% of Nigerians engaged in the agriculture sector at the subsistence level, according to government data, with the sector contributing almost 30% of the
country’s total GDP in 2021, according to Statista.
This year, thousands of farmers across the country are staring
at massive losses, according to a farmers’ body.
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At least 32 of 36 states of Nigeria, including Kaduna, Borno,
Delta and Bayelsa, were expected to experience a high risk of
flooding, according to a warning from the Nigerian Meteorological Agency (NiMet). Authorities are blaming this year’s
deluge on water overflowing from local rivers, the release of
excess water from Lagdo Dam in neighbouring Cameroon,
and excessive rainfall.
But Nigerian flooding has long been worsened by familiar
factors, including inadequate infrastructure and underfunded flood defences, and is being further exacerbated by
climate change. The country’s food security is being undermined as a result, says Kabiru Ibrahim, president of the All
Farmers Association of Nigeria.
“Because many farmers were at the point of harvest when
the flooding happened, the food supply will be adversely
affected. In fact, it will add to the difficulty we are experiencing – food prices will go up. And because our food reserves
are low and productivity has already been hampered by insecurity, the current situation of the food crisis is now being
exacerbated by the flood.”
Flooding in the Niger Delta region at the time of Nigeria’s last
major floods in 2012. (Photo: PIUS UTOMI EKPEI / AFP)
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The current flooding in Nigeria is expected to put further
pressure on a country that is struggling to become food
sufficient amid insurgency, ongoing herder/farmer conflicts
and kidnapping that have already crippled production, Ibrahim says.
The flooding which will likely persist until the end of the year,
could exacerbate food inflation in the country of more than
200m, where food price inflation was running at 23.12% in
August, up from 20.30% a year before, according to data
from the National Bureau of Statistics. Floods in Nigeria have
predominantly affected the food-producing northern states,
washing away thousands of acres of farmlands in Kano, one
of Nigeria’s most important rice producing states.
This is the worst flooding Nigeria since 2012, Ibrahim says,
echoing an earlier statement from Nigeria’s National Emergency Management Agency (NEMA). In 2012, floods killed
363 people and displaced more 2.1m. Thirty of Nigeria’s 36
states were affected. This year, the impact could be more
devastating.
“A very large percentage of our farmers have lost their plantations. The farmlands are now submerged in floods and
many of our farmers have been killed by the flooding,” says
Ibrahim.
www.agrireviewwestafrica.com

			

According to a statement by NEMA in late September, at
least 300 people had been killed, 500 injured and 100,000
displaced since the rains began in February, with 29 states
affected.
In search of solutions
Large amounts of sediments are brought down the river Niger from the Sahara every year, and when there are intense
rains the capacity of the river bed cannot take it, causing the
river to burst its banks, said the minister of water resources,
Suleiman Adamu at a forum in Abuja on 2 October.
Nigeria therefore requires an engineering solution in the
form of an extensive programme of dredging, creating embankments, reclaiming certain floodplains, and straightening some of the sharp bends of its rivers, he said.
He estimated that the country would need about $14bn to
undertake such work, and it would be the work of several
administrations, but that it was important to have a masterplan in place .
For his part, Ibrahim believes that it is high time Nigeria invested in switching to climate-smart agriculture.
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Ghana: Aflatoxin Control Policy
Launched
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system especially in times of disease outbreak, for example, in 2013 the
Rearing
for Food and Jobs and One District One Factory.
Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock imposed a ban on the trading and
marketing of pigs due to an outbreak of African swine fever in Lusaka

“Essentially,
the
of the
national
policy
will
Province.
It implementation
is estimated that over
25,000
pigs were
slaughtered
to
createprevent
awareness
and of
equip
agriculture
valuehechain
the spread
the diseases
in Lusaka,’’
said. operMeanwhile,
FAO has
assisted
in developing
and putting in
ators with
knowledge
and
skillsthe
to ministry
produce
raw materials
a provincial
and national level
agricultural
statistics
management
devoidplace
of aflatoxin
contamination
that
will yield
premium
platform called country STAT, a web-based database of agricultural
pricesinformation
as well asand
serve
as good raw materials for these flagstatistics.
ship programmes,
” he stated.
Nawa Mutumweno
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Africa Poverty Reduction Hinged
On Agro-Investment
While the rest of the World has been experiencing economic slowdown, African economies have remained resilient but
this fact has not helped in poverty reduction.

of the continent’s GDP. Actually in countries like Ethiopia,
Sierra Leone and Liberia, agriculture accounts for 50-60% of
their GDP, all the reason for reinvestment in agriculture.

Even though Africa has not suffered the same economic
slowdown as other nations, its own growth has not translated to improved lives for the people. There has been considerable increased revenue gained by African nations through
oil, gas and minerals over the last few years that has helped
stave economic slowdown for Africa.

The potential for economic transformation and widespread
development is huge if only policy makers in Africa choose
to prioritize reinvestment in agriculture. However, the
unfortunate truth is that most African countries do not give
reinvestment in agriculture the attention it needs. For this
reason, even though, overall, African economies seem to be
doing well on paper on the ground the people remain poor.

Unfortunately this revenue has not been broad-based
which in other words, the income from these resources has
not contributed to poverty reduction. This fact has led to
economists to rethink reinvestment in the African context.
One would have expected that since the continent has not
had crippling economic slowdown, then the lives of the
people would also reflect this fact but, it has not. Africa
seems to be suffering the same curse as all other capitalistic economies, the rich are getting richer and the poor are
getting poorer.
Economic slowdown or not, wealth distribution in Africa
spatial, a few garner the bigger chunk of the national income while the majority squatter in poverty. This should be
food for thought for African policy makers.
In the period of economic slowdown globally, had Africa
taken its revenue from other sectors and dedicated it to reinvestment in Agriculture, a sector that employs two-thirds
of Africans, then it would have resulted in job provision,
income and food security for the majority.
Reinvestment in agriculture has enormous multiplier effect
for the continent since the sector alone accounts for a third
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“Unless this is addressed, Africa will face enormous challenges in achieving its goal of poverty eradication,” warn
researchers in a study called ‘Ripe for Change: The promise
of Africa’s agricultural transformation.’
With worsening global climate change and ongoing geopolitical strife, the need for greater investment and reinvestment in African agriculture is now ever so urgent.
Global climate change has left farmers facing ever mounting challenges ranging from floods, land degradation,
droughts and ever worsening change in weather patterns.
The situation is made worse by the rapid population growth
and which all serve to emphasize the need for increased
agricultural productivity.
As a result of global climate change, returns on investment
in agriculture have been minimal and a total loss in some
cases which has resulted in retarded socioeconomic gains.
With global climate change in mind, especially since Africa
is for the first time hosting the global climate change
meeting COP27, then it is imperative that Africa invests in
modern agriculture technologies.
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS

Ghana: DBG, Girsal to Train Staff
of Financial Institutions On AgricFinancing

By Kingsley Asare

he said.

Efforts to boost agriculture financing in the country has
received a boost as Development Bank Ghana (DBG) joins
forces with Ghana Incentive-Based Risk Sharing for Agricultural Lending (GIRSAL) to train staff of financial institutions
on agriculture financing.

Under the Memorandum of Understanding signed between
DBG and GIRSAL in March 2022, Mr Mensah-Baah, said both
organisations would collaborate to provide capacity-building and innovative interventions to improve agriculture
financing in Ghana.

The DBG and GIRSAL programme is designed to enhance
financial institutions’ agricultural knowledge, improve their
capacity to assess agricultural loan applications, and structure and manage agribusiness lending.

The Chief Executive Officer of GIRSAL, Kwesi Korboe, urged
banks to increase funding for agriculture right from planting to processing to help the sector to grow and thrive.

Speaking at one of the trainings in Accra on Tuesday, the
Deputy Managing Director, DBG, Michael Mensah-Baah,
said lending to the Ghanaian agricultural sector by financial
institutions had traditionally been seen as unattractive.
According to him, agriculture received around 4 per cent of
banks loans compared to its high contribution to Gross Domestic Product and employment and potential for driving
economic transformation. That, Mr Mensah-Baah said had
been largely attributed to the high risk associated with the
sector.
He said it was important that financial institutions had a
clear understanding of the value chain of agribusiness.
“Development Bank Ghana (DBG) in partnership with
GIRSAL seeks to correct this. GIRSAL’s agricultural credit risk
guarantee and technical assistance have been introduced
to stimulate more investment into the agricultural sector,”
16
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He said even though the sector was considered risky, there
were mitigating tools to address the risk.
Mr Korboe said the country’s agricultural sector was resilient, stressing that when other business sectors collapsed
and others went down as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, the agricultural sector still was still strong.
In the first phase of the programme which was held between August 2020 and September 2021, a total cohort of
262 mid-level staff from 24 financial institutions participated.
The positive feedback received from participants on the
programme indicated that the course has been effective
in demystifying the agricultural sector and the prevailing
perception that the sector is “high risk”.
Development Bank Ghana (DBG) and GIRSAL are co-funding
a second phase which involves three (3) additional training
cohorts from August to December 2022.
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS

Ghana: Dept of Agric Educate
Farmers On Challenges

Bechem — The Department of Agriculture in the Tano South
Municipality on Friday held the Research, Extension farmer
- Linkage Committee (RELC) planning session, at Bechem, in
the Ahafo Region. The RELC brought together researchers,
agricultural extension officers, farmers and stakeholders, to
find solutions to challenges faced by farmers in the agricultural value chain.
The RELC was held under the Modernising Agriculture in
Ghana (MAG) project, to help reverse the declining growth
of the agriculture sector, and to ensure food security.The
Municipal Director of Agriculture, Paul Addai, indicated that
farmers presented their challenges, and the most pressing
among them were given immediate attention, adding that
“those beyond our capacity would be referred to the national headquarters.”
The Municipal Director indicated that the farmers identified
constraints, including high cost of accessing farm machinery,
unavailability of Planting for Food and Jobs (PFJ) fertiliser
and high incidence of pests.He also mentioned the destruction of crops by stray animals, high incidence of post harvest
loss of food crops, lack of ready market for produce, price
standardisation of produce and bad roads linking farming
communities.
18
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The Ahafo Regional Extension Officer, Denis Danquah, said
RELC was a proactive initiative under the department to improve production within the agriculture value chain, for the
socio-economic growth of the country.
He was optimistic proper medication and good husbandry
practices for farm animals, training farmers on good agricultural practices and integrated pest management, and
effective usage of agrochemicals would solve most of the
constraints enumerated.
“More farmer-based groups will be formed to negotiate for
better price of produce. We will also hold talks between community leaders and animal owners on how to protect farms
from stray animals invasion, “Mr Danquah assured.
The Municipal Coordinating Director (MCD), Augustine
Peprah, commended the Department in the Ahafo Region,
for improving agricultural activities in the area, through
which the region won three national awards at the 2021
Farmers Day celebration.
He said the Assembly was working hard to acquire power
tiller for rice farming in the municipality, and to develop a
comprehensive agriculture policy document to help farmers
find solutions to challenges in the value chain.
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BUSINESS NEWS

Govt Considering Fertiliser Coy for
Africa Market - President
The government is considering an ambitious move to establish a fertiliser company capable
of meeting the fertiliser demand of the entire African continent, President Nana Addo Dankwa Akufo-Addo has said.

The government is considering an ambitious move to establish a fertiliser company capable of meeting the fertiliser
demand of the entire African continent, President Nana
Addo Dankwa Akufo-Addo has said.
According to the President, the global shortfall in the supply
of fertiliser caused by Russia’s invasion of Ukraine presented
an opportunity for Ghana to position itself to produce fertilisers for local consumption and for export to other parts
of the continent.
In a meeting with the Norwegian Ambassador at the Jubilee
House in Accra yesterday, President Akufo-Addo said discussions were ongoing to determine how the country could
take advantage of the opportunity.
The Norwegian Ambassador, Ingrid Mollestad, visited the
President with a delegation from Yara International, a Norwegian chemical company that produces, distributes, and
sells nitrogen-based mineral fertilisers.
The discussion centred on Yara International’s support for
about 100,000 small-holder Ghanaian farmers with fer20
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tilisers to the tune of US$20 million to improve crop production in Ghana.
President Akufo-Addo appealed to the Norwegian company
to consider partnering with the government to establish a
fertiliser plant to serve the continent.
“Our main concern is to be able to make these fertilisers
here ourselves. Plans are ongoing to establish a fertiliser
facility here in Ghana. It will make a lot of sense in terms of
the West African market and larger African market.”
“It would be great to involve you as partner in that exercise
because it will make a lot of sense for us to make a big facility here in Ghana to supply our needs and at the same time
the regional and continental market,” he said
President Akufo-Addo expressed the commitment to work
to ensure that the vision became a reality for the country.
He thanked the Norwegian company for the support and
invited the ambassador to work with the government to
consider other areas of partnership and cooperation.
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BUSINESS NEWS

FIRST WIND FARM REPOWERING IN
AFRICA
The Surus Group will apply to this project
the experience acquired in Zas and Corme
(La Coruña), where 141 wind turbines were
replaced by 17 wind turbines maintaining
the same power output (42.3 MW), or in
Malpica (La Coruña), where 69 turbines
generating 15.07 MW were replaced by
7 new ones that produce 16.45 MW. This
represents 65% of the total MW repowering
carried out in Spain.

Escrapalia, the specialized auction platform of the Surus
Group, is auctioning 73 wind turbines as part of the project
to modernize the Koudia Al Baida wind farm in Morocco to
make it one of the largest in the country.
The Spanish company, Surus Group, participates in the
dismantling thanks to its circular repowering model in
which profits are maximized and environmental impact is
minimized.

The work on the field will start on the 26th
of this month and will last until March 5,
2023. The Surus Group includes this project in its sustainability policy based on the
principles of Circular Economy, seeking to extend the life
cycle of equipment and reduce waste by reusing assets and
recycling. Dismantling projects are approached from the
perspective of maximizing the three angles of value generation: environmental, economic and social.

September 27, 2022. The Surus Group, through its online
platform Escrapalia, has put 73 wind turbines up for public
auction. They come from the Koudia Al Baida Wind Farm,
located in Morocco.
They are Vestas V42 wind turbines, manufactured between
1999 and 2000. Each wind turbine, with an output of 600
kW, includes the nacelle and rotor blades.
The sale will be divided into different online auctions
through Escrapalia. The first of these, already available on
the portal, features 12 complete wind turbines that can be
purchased as a single unit, as individual lots or as a joint lot
of all ten units at a starting price of €150.
From September 5 until September 29, any investor, company or individual can bid for these first lots. Given the magnitude of the project, the remaining auctions will be held
until March 5, 2023 throughout the dismantling process.
Surus to dismantle the entire wind farm
The auction is part of the complete dismantling project of the Koudia Al Baida Wind Farm, located in Tangier-Tetouan-Al (Hoceïma). The project has been awarded by
the Moroccan Agency for Sustainable Energy (Masen) to
Siemens Gamesa Renewable Energy, which in turn relies
on the expertise of Surus, a Spanish company in charge not
only of the sale but also of its associated processes. Surus
will manage the dismantling of the wind turbines to minimize the visual and environmental footprint.
www.agrireviewwestafrica.com
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BUSINESS NEWS

AI Shows Potential in Climate-Smart
Agriculture Mechanization in Africa
By Albert Nangara
With the global population expected to exceed 9 billion by
2050, food security is one of the most important objectives
of our time.
The agricultural economy employs 65-70 per cent of Africa’s
labour force and typically accounts for 30-40 per cent of
GDP according to the World Bank. With the population in
Africa estimated to reach about 2.6 billion by 2050, it is now
important that agriculture and food systems be reviewed
in order to find innovative approaches at improving food
production and utilisation to enhance food security.
Being a high-priority sector for the African economy, agriculture, broadly comprising farming and forestry, livestock
(milk, eggs and meat) and fisheries, is on the verge of massive transformation with a greater focus on technology integration. Considering the spectrum of the sector, agriculture
is still mired with challenges spread across the value chain
and needs better optimisation of operations.
•
Technology is becoming a useful tool in answering
some of the African agriculture challenges.
•
Artificial Intelligence stands out as one of the
emerging technologies with great potential to transform
the agricultural sector and provide sustainable solutions to
food security in Africa.
•
Artificial intelligence, including robotics, sensors,
and soil sampling, is being used by farmers to gather data
based on farm management systems for better processing
and analysis.
Artificial Intelligence within the farming sector may be the
acme of a paradigm change in how farming is now done.
With a key focus on digitizing the agriculture sector, the
adoption of AI has become imperative towards improving
the productivity of farmers. Agricultural robotics, soil and
crop monitoring and predictive analysis are increasingly
becoming significant in unlocking the full agriculture potential.
The global AI valuation in the agriculture market was at
US$671.6 million in 2019 and approximated to reach about
US$11,200.1 million in 2030, signifying a CAGR of 30.5 per
cent during the forecast period (2020-2030).
Artificial intelligence, including robotics, sensors, and soil
sampling, is being used by farmers to gather data based
on farm management systems for better processing and
analysis.AI finds many applications in agriculture and some
are listed below:
Prediction of crop yields- tools to help farmers make ideal
22
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decisions in crop yield forecasting and improve smart farming practices that lead to higher yields;
Prediction of soil management properties- tools for understanding soil conditions and how to boost its performance
to support productivity;
Farm management systems- tools for precision agriculture
to detect and perform farm management operations such
as planting, irrigation, pollination, weeding, fertilizer application, harvesting, etc.;
Pest and disease detection- early detection of pests and
diseases in the farm and eventual prevention or control;
Smart mechanization- tools to reduce drudgery in agriculture and minimize inputs, highly autonomous and intelligent machines and agribots; and
Livestock surveillance- for monitoring illnesses, injuries, and
even pregnancies.
Integrating AI in farming machines will definitely help in optimizing operations. Investments in mechanization enable
farmers to expand the range of their activities and diversify
their livelihoods in ways that can reduce their vulnerability
to climate change.
The availability of appropriate machinery to carry out sustainable crop management practices increases productivity
per unit of land. It also increases efficiency in the various
production and processing operations and in agricultural inputs’ production, extraction and transport. Artificial
Intelligence methods support agriculture decision-making
systems, help optimise storage and transport processes,
and make it possible to predict the costs incurred depending on the chosen direction of management.Tractor-operated tillage is the single most energy-consuming operation
in crop production. Operating a plough is the main reason
many farmers require high horsepower and diesel-fueled
tractors. Conservation agriculture is flexible enough to
accommodate the socio-economic resources of smallholder
farmers as well as large-scale farming operations. Minimum
soil disturbance can be achieved through digging sticks, jab
planters, or mechanized direct seeders specifically developed to drill the seed through a vegetative layer.
Many methods of AI in tractors have already been implemented in Africa. For example, Hello Tractor, based in Kenya
and Nigeria, launched in 2014 and incorporated AI to make
an affordable, ultra-low horsepower, two-wheel tractor
fitted with monitoring technology. In January 2017, Hello
Tractor made the strategic decision to focus more on their
application of AI than on the tractors, and it proved to be an
effective model.
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Nigerian Startup Wins Visa
Everywhere Initiative 2022
CarePay is an aggregator of health services, driving accessibility and affordability of healthcare services
through insurance and discount plans.
Nigerian Startup Wins Visa Everywhere Initiative 2022 For
Central Europe, Middle East, And Africa Region
Technology-driven agricultural start-up, ThriveAgric, has
emerged as the winner of the Central Europe, Middle East,
and Africa (CEMEA) Visa Everywhere Initiative (VEI), a global
innovation program and competition for start-ups and fintech companies.With this win in the CEMEA region, ThriveAgric will receive a monetary prize and a spot in the Global
Finale scheduled to hold in Qatar, in November 2022. Carepay, another Nigerian fintech also made it to the final five
and won the Audience Favourite Award.

Ayo Arikawe, Co-Founder, ThriveAgric, said, “Agriculture is
at the centre of the Nigerian economy, yet the sector faces
productivity-limiting challenges like access to finance, poor
access to the market, and technical know-how. This is why
our goal at ThriveAgric is to provide profitable support for
smallholder farmers and enable food production efforts, leveraging technology. So this partnership with Visa is a testament to the work we have put in so far and we look forward
to scaling our solutions to more farmers. “

uppe marketing A26811

More than 1,300 applicants entered the competition from
across the region, each with solutions aimed at delivering
innovative payment and commerce solutions to consumers
and businesses.

“We have witnessed substantial growth in the fintech sector
in Nigeria. Last year, Nigeria had the most entries from Central Europe, Middle East and Africa, this year two indigenous
startups made it to the finals with ThriveAgric emerging the
winner. This is a clear demonstration of the country’s significance in the fintech sector, and the growth potential of the
digital economy” said Aida Diarra Senior Vice President &
Group Country Manager for Sub Saharan Africa, Visa.

Word-class specialists in and suppliers of inorganic feed phosphates,
supplements, concentrates and nutritionally balanced animal feed,
YARA strives to be the leading provider of sustainable crop nutrition
and animal feed solutions, supporting farmer profitability through
local knowledge, international expertise and ongoing technical
advice, quality and productivity.
With an ever-increasing world population, our responsibility remains to
feed the world and protect the planet despite economic barriers, limited
arable land and scarce resources.

Committed to a world
without hunger ...
a planet respected.

Forging strong relationships with our clients, investing in each other and
building trust, lead to consistent business success, because we believe ...
only through working together, we can make a real difference.
Tel: +27 (0)31 910-5100 • Email: animal.nutrition.sa@yara.com

www.yara.co.za/animal-nutrition/
Yara Animal Nutrition (Pty) Ltd. Reg. No. 2001/025850/07
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MINERALS

Nigeria Can become Food Basket of
Africa

The General Manager of Lionseal Industries Limited, Mr.
Jagdish Jangid, has said that Nigeria can rise to become “the
food basket of Africa”.
He said Nigeria has a large portion of unutilised arable land,
good tropical weather and fertile land.
“Agriculture is contributing 23 per cent of GDP and government’s drive for economic diversification and import
substitution policies boosted private investment and
increased the stakeholders’ participation in the entire agric
value chain,” Jangid said.
According to him, the main problems faced by Nigerian
farmers include high cost of production, low productivity,
lack of finance , insecurity, poor infrastructure (poor Road
connectivity, lack of storage facility ,high cost of transportation and less availability of cold storage facility for perishable goods ).
Jangid said Lionseal is poised to assist Nigerian farmers
increase their farm produce through selling the right crops.
He said, “Our company currently operates through its
branch offices across different regions in Nigeria. Lionseal
is a trusted name in the farming community and quality
leader in the crop protection chemicals. We are highly
committed to the quality of products and set the benchmarks with the international standards which are abided by
our suppliers who are global leaders in the manufacturing
industry with decades of experience.
“Our supply chain partners are selected through a complex
procedure of questionnaires and interviews and undergo
rigorous scrutiny into their background in the Global Market.

24
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Our supplies are sourced from the world’s leading technical
manufacturers who comply with the Good Manufacturing
Practices (GMP) and have internationally quality certifications and endorsements.
According to him, Lionseal carries out extensive field activities in the rural parts of Nigeria.
“We closely work with farmers in identifying the farming
issues and offer solutions through our product through
demonstration and field activities. We also organise workshops to educate the farmers through classroom training
and create awareness of modern farming techniques to protect crops and increase the yield. We have over 600 direct
and indirect workforce.
“We have emerged as market leader in agricultural value
chain, as we supply and distribute and carry out extension
farming activities through our 14 Branch offices across the
country and over 3,000 plus channel partners across the
nation,” he said.
He expressed the company’s commitment to quality standards, proven integrity and reliability which he said has
helped foster a good and solid working relationship with
farmers, “because we believe that farmers are the backbone
to its success and its continual success in business
Accordingly, a large number of local farmers and farmers’
cooperatives have a preference on the products offered
by us. Lionseal brands have become a household name for
quality within the farming community in Nigeria.
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New Holland showcased at 2022
China Dairy Exhibition, new
chapter for the dairy industry
New Holland, a Brand of CNH Industrial, has displayed its high-efficiency forage harvester and new high horsepower tractors at the
2022 China Dairy Exhibition held in Jinan, Shandong province.
The New Holland machines on display are perfectly suited to the
Chinese dairy industry and demonstrate the Brand’s leadership in
mechanized solutions for forage, silage, and straw.
Edward Tsui, CNH Industrial Marketing Manager of Agricultural Machinery in China, said the dairy exhibition gave New Holland the
opportunity to showcase its long history in the industry, while being involved in discussions with industry experts to help shape the
industry’s future.
Quality and efficiency at forefront of FR forage harvester design
“We are committed to developing the forage planting and dairy
farming industry in China,” Mr Tsui said. “Since 1961, when the first
self-propelled forage harvester was operated in corn fields for dairy
farms, New Holland has led the forage industry.”
“Our machinery is designed to provide the best cutting quality, engine efficiency and increased uptime to deliver the best return on
investment.”
The New Holland FR forage harvester features the widest chop
channel components on the market, from feedrolls to spout flipper,
so the crop mat is thinner and better controlled. This allows precision chopping and thorough processing to make the highest quality feed possible.
“We know productivity is crucial when it comes to forage harvesters,” Mr Tsui said, “that’s why our engineers have put a real focus on
improving engine efficiency in our new FR forage harvester.”

26
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“The engine efficiency management ECO function delivers optimal
operating efficiency and performance.”
Service points on the New Holland FR forage harvester are easy to
access, while maintenance intervals are extended, meaning less
downtime and more time that can be spent productively in the
field.
“Regular maintenance operations are so simple on this machine
that it’s possible for a single operator to change the processor from
the corn to grass setting without the need for any tools, in less than
two minutes,” Mr Tsui said. “This is perfect for when you’re in the
middle of harvesting and need to get the most from every minute
of your day.”
T2204 with China IV compliant engine and improved driving experience
The New Holland T2204 tractor features a highly efficient FPT NEF
engine with second-generation selective catalytic reduction (SCR)
technology, fully meeting China IV emission standards. The tractor
does not require exhaust gas recirculation (EGR).
The tractor features a PTO and the main pump with a hydraulic flow
of up to 120 liters/min as standard.
“Works can be completed precisely with land management functions, power reversing, and automatic gear shift,” Mr Tsui said. “The
machine is enhanced by advanced traction management, automatic four-wheel drive and differential lock, and adjustable wheelbase.”
“New LED headlights and low-noise driver’s cab improve the driving experience.”
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Pupils trained on farming, making
of agriprenuers
4K Club members at Eshinyulu Primary School in
Kakamega with Prof Ruth Oniang’o.
Pupils from 35 primary schools in Kakamega
County have benefitted from a project that seeks
to sharpen their farming skills. The initiative by
Nestle and Rural Outreach Africa aims to encourage young learners to embrace agriculture, be
great agripreneurs and make money.
“By training pupils on farming we are able to
reach their parents and communities around
schools,” says Nestle and Rural Outreach Africa
founder Prof Ruth Oniang’o.
The 2017 Africa Food Prize Laureate has been
championing for the revival of 4K clubs in primary schools since 2015 to promote nutrition and
food security in communities.
“So far, we have implemented school gardens
and agricultural enterprises in Kakamega, Nairobi and Siaya counties,” says Prof Oniang’o.
She further notes that the interventions fit within
Kenya’s recently revised education system whose
emphasis is on competence of the learners.
“4K Club concepts fit well in Competence-Based
Curriculum since it allows children to practice
and also connect with parents and the community. This helps them understand importance
of soil, its safety, nutrition, business, pests and
disease control, environment and career progression,” she says.
Oniang’o’s organisation partners with 4K Clubs to
create school gardens and agricultural enterprises and strengthen school-based agricultural
programmes. Master Shaun Wayne, a Grade Five
pupil at Buchenya Primary and the 4K club secretary in the school says members enjoy farming
activities like planting crops like kales, spinach,
pine, fig trees, soya, cabbage and spring onions.
“We have saved Sh2, 000 from selling vegetables.
We are happy about it since we started with five
pupils but more are joining after witnessing the
benefits. We are also enriching the school by
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He says they have a treasurer, chairman, secretary and
security who help oversee the projects. The pupils are
also taught the importance of record-keeping, crop
pests management, and marketing skills.
Benefits of organic farming
“I have seedbeds at home and also manage a kitchen
garden which saves my parents a lot of money. I am
also the class champion and the venture has helped
me improve in my performance,” he says.Celestine
Amunge, a pupil at Eshinyulu Primary School says 4K
which stands for Kuungana Kufanya Kusaidia Kenya (to
unite, to work with one’s hands to help build Kenya) has
taught her to be a team player.
“I am passionate about farming and my mother has also
been encouraging me to be innovative and learn how
to make money through farming. I also practice organic
farming while entails using things like organic manure
and ash mixed with water to control pests and diseases,”
Amunge says.
Eshinyulu Primary 4K club patron, Wilson Wambani says
the venture has benefited the school a lot.
“We have bought uniform and books for needy students and also paid school fees for them. The venture
has helped improve nutrition through feeding programmes in schools,” Wambani says. According to Buchenya Primary School 4k patron, Bilha Miraba, they are
teaching learners to be entrepreneurs and innovators.
“We show learners how to grow a variety of foods like
vegetables, fruits and legumes. We also emphasise on a
balanced diet and practically teach them how to keep
livestock and poultry. We are showing families how to
improve their diets with home-grown foods,” she says.
Prof Oniang’o says Kenyans ought to embrace agriculture by giving back to the community through empowering the children at a younger age.
“Kakamega County has over 900 primary schools. With
help of Nestle, this year, we have reached more than 35
schools. I’m always eager to work with children. I want
them to enjoy being in school where they learn about
nature, science, mathematics and business,” she says.
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BI celebrates its 65th anniversary
with solid growth and expansion
Leading supplier Bearings International (BI) grew its
countrywide distribution network by four branches this
year alone and is looking to add a completely new complementary business unit to the existing four. This comes as BI
celebrates its 65th anniversary in 2022.
“Growth into Africa has been good and sustained even
during Covid-19 due to demand. It is just a matter of how
we approach that market. We do not want to grow too
quickly, as it must be sustainable growth giving us a solid
foundation. I am very positive, however, and believe we will
continue to go from strength to strength,” says BI MD Bart
Schoevaerts.
At the helm of the business for two-and-a-half years, Schoevaerts came onboard during the difficult Covid-19 period.
Designated an essential services provider, BI was able to
operate during the lockdown and even continued with its
restructuring process. “It was the ideal time to drive change
in the business. Although we had grown significantly up to
that point, the existing structure was insufficient to support
ongoing growth.”
Schoevaerts reflects: “We had transformed from being a
bearings company to supplying ancillary products from
motors to fasteners. We stepped back to refocus and segmented the business into four distinct business units, each
with its own operational structure. This, in turn, allowed
us to look much more closely at our customer service and
support.”
A company specialising in technical products invariably
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ends up with a technical mindset. “Today the market has
evolved away from the traditional concept of technical
support to one where customers are much savvier in terms
of trends and latest developments. They are now inquiring if
specific products and technology is available on the market
and how quickly they can access it. This has meant we have
had to adapt on the retail side of the business as well,” says
Schoevaerts.
The renewed focus means ensuring sufficient stock of all
the latest products at branch level. “That was a mindset
change we drove throughout the organisation and one that
has definitely resulted in significant growth.” Turnover has
grown since Schoevaerts became MD and is expected to
increase by more than 50% this year.
“We achieved significant growth in difficult circumstances
and against a backdrop of global supply chain disruption
by firstly the Covid-19 pandemic and then the conflict in
Ukraine,” says Schoevaerts. “All of our products are imported, and we had to contend with issues such as ports being
closed in China and no vessel or container availability.”
Another key factor has been price volatility. “Customers
have been used to stable, incremental increases on a yearly
basis but now are confronted with a situation where they
have to review their cost basis at quarterly intervals to mitigate the impact of escalating prices,” notes Schoevaerts. A
side-effect of this volatility has been a lot of smaller players falling by the wayside, which has separated the wheat
from the chaff and levelled the playing field for the entire
industry.
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In the light of all these changes, and especially Covid-19
ushering in a digital or remote age, Schoevaerts says the
traditional sales approach of physically visiting customers
on a regular basis to introduce them to new technology
or products and to gauge their specific requirements has
given way to a new business model.
“If you see how quickly South African companies adapted
to online shopping, from the retail to the commercial and
industrial sectors, and how quickly they came up with new
business models to remain relevant, we realised we had
to go that route as well, even though we did not have any
internal capacity at that time,” says Schoevaerts.
“I believe after successfully migrating to remote marketing
we will end up at the point where 60% to 70% of our direct
business-to-consumer and even business-to- business sales
will be online,” Schoevaerts says proudly. This has largely
been driven by BI’s development of its own online portal, a
project that took longer than anticipated due to the steep
learning curve. In addition, there is far more complexity in
terms of choice and specification when it comes to industrial products.

However, “not everyone wants a Rolls Royce product.” In
terms of energy-efficient motors, for example, BI offers
high-end IE3 and IE1 at the lower end.

Looking to the future, Schoevaerts says customers are increasingly looking to outsource their maintenance requirements as a non-core part of their businesses. This has resulted in BI collaborating with project houses and consultants.

“Here we maintain a purely technical relationship whereby
we share innovative new products and technology so that
they can anticipate developments and consolidate these
into their own design work for industry, manufacturing and
mining. Obviously building such relationships bolsters our
own credibility and on the back end of such partnerships
we get a lot of business,” says Schoevaerts. “It is important
to bring new technology to the market and we have indeed
launched several new products over the years and continue
to do so,” he concludes.

He says the online portal is effectively “just another means
of engaging with BI, over and above contacting our sales
representatives or visiting your nearest branch.” An exciting
development going forward is using the online platform
itself to provide technical content to add further value to its
customers’ businesses and projects.
“We believe this trend will only increase. As more and more
businesses operate 24/7, there is a greater possibility of a
breakdown or issue arising outside of normal operating
hours when expertise and technical assistance may not be
readily available.” In such a scenario, any parts required can
be ordered online for expedited delivery so that customers
can be up and running again as quickly as possible, thereby
minimising costly downtime.
A key strength of BI remains being part of the larger Hudaco
Group. “It is a definite advantage in Africa due to economies
of scale. Major customers such as the mining industry and
breweries are more likely to see us as a trusted partner into
Africa. The advantages we offer being part of a larger group
are security of supply and financial stability of the overall
business,” says Schoevaerts.The group largely operated in
a decentralised fashion up to Covid-19 when it realised
there was more value to be extracted from each individual
company. Clusters were formed, with BI in the materials
handling cluster along with another five companies in
the Hudaco Group. “Adopting such a strategy will deliver
distinct advantages for us in future. The group will remain
decentralised, but cooperate and collaborate on a bilateral
level,” says Schoevaerts.
Reflecting on the 65th anniversary, Schoevaerts acknowledges it is a milestone. “It is something we are very proud
of. Our slogan is ‘Always There Making It Work’ and everyone considers this in their own sphere of operations. That
has contributed towards our ongoing success. We have
remained a family type of business but with the outlook of
a big corporate. In South Africa and on the continent, that is
valued.”A key part of this strategy is BI’s three-tiered approach to any product it distributes. “We have really tried to
bring the world to South Africa through our leading brands,
which has been a focus since day one,” says Schoevaerts.
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Mirka Ltd is a globally expanding company with subsidiaries
located in Europe, North and South America and Asia. Headquarters and production are located in Finland. More than 97%
of the company’s products are exported and sold in more than
100 countries.
Our business idea is to offer world leading comprehensive
surface finishing solutions. Our business focuses on our customers’ needs. Continuous improvements of our operations,
our expertise and our work with our customers help us to offer
tailored systems and commercial comprehensive solutions
that are supported by a wide range of technically superior
abrasives and polishing products as well as innovatively designed tools.
African market: Due to the increasing demand, we are
looking for potential distributors and end users in the African
markets, especially for automotive paint repair/rework, OEM,
construction and wood industry.
We supply high technology products and unique solutions
for sanding and polishing. Our company is a forerunner in
dust-free sanding solutions and one of our targets is to introduce the Mirka dust-free dry sanding system to the African
market. We are convinced that you will get business growth by
using our products and our technical service and support.
We look forward to expanding our business together with you!
Contacts:
Mark Enroth, mark.enroth@mirka.com
Tamirat Yigzaw, tamirat.yigzaw@mirka.com
www.mirka.com
www.facebook.com/mirkaafrica
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Dedicated to the finish.
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